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RECORD-BREAKING SEASONAL.OPENER AT SCARBOROUGH

Gallant Gift winner of the opening day feature in 2:03.1, driven by Roland Dagan for owner Joseph Martin of Rochester, N.H.
By LLOYD F. JOHNSON
All systems are "GO" for the long Plymouth Mac (2:04,). This very Through the first three programs, ternoon sessions featuring a 1:30
1983 summer-season at Scarborough competitive Stakes Program will 29-dashes were stepped under Post Time. Monday night remains
Downs after a sensational "Record- continue for the next two Sundays, "2: 10," despite the constant wet- as the "Dark" night all summer
Breakiilg" Opening Day on Sunday, with the rich-final ($3,500 est.) set weather conditions in the Southern long.
- for May 22nd.
Maine-area..
.
On the racing front the popular
May 1st. When the dust had settled
The fastest-mile of the day was
The top-drivers during the opening Preferred events will be conducted
following the full 15-race program, provided by New Hampshire-pacer days were veteran Paul Battis with on Sunday afternoons, with the first
the total Mutuel-Handle reached Gallant Gift, who stopped the five winners, ~obby Sumner and "Big" race of the season, the $6,000
$230,487, an all-time high for Teletimer in 2:03.1 while making his Gary Mosher With four wins each, Governors Pace, an Invitational
Opening Day at_the seaside-oval.
seasonal debut. Sammy Dagan was
·
test, being featured on Sunday afin the bike behind the impressive an.-d J?on Ri~hards, who posted three ternoon, May 22nd. That will be
Over 4,500 harness-racing fans winner, who will now move into the Winnmg drives on Tuesday night, followed by another Invitational
jammed the plant to witness the Preferred ranks for his next aft~r sitting out the Opening Days Race, the $5,000 Memorial Day
opening-round of the Pine Tree engagement.
action.
Classic, on May 30.
Stakes Pacing Classic, which went
Trackman Arthur McGee had the
T~e
Downs 1983-season will The gates are open at Scarborough
in three divisions, each going for a Downs half-miler in mid-season C<?ntlnue t~rough September 24th, Downs, with the "Record-Breaking,
purse of $2,000. The opening-round form for the opener, with all15-races With the nightly (Tu~sday through opener promising a successful
winners included Formal Misty going under the "2:10" marker Saturday) cards getting underway season at Maine's Showplace in
(2:03.2), Rum's Mae (2:03.3), and before the afternoon was over. at 7:30 p.m.~ and the Sunday af- 1983!

IMPORTANT DATES AND -UPCOMING EVENTS
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~

•

May 14- Harness Horse Sale at Foxboro Raceway

May 15- N.E.S.C. yearling Nomination paymeat due.

May 15 - Maine 2 + 3 year old Sustaining payment due.

May 15 - Piae· Tree Paclag Series - Scarborough Dowas:

May 15 - MaiDe Yearling Nomiaatlon payment due.

May 22 - Pine Tree PaciDg Fiaal - Scarborough DoWDs.

May 15 - Mass., 3 year old Sustaining paymeat due.

May 22- Governor's Pace- Scarborough DoWDs.

May 15 - Mass. 2 year old secoDCI paymeat due.

May 27 - Mass Sire Stakes - SpriDg Series Foxboro Raceway
1\lay 30 - Memorial Day Classic - ScarbOrough Downs.

May ·15 - Mass. •yearling Nomlaation paym at due.
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Letters To Editor

.

.

,,

M.H.H.A. News
After the tragic fire at the Windsor, Maine fairgrounds in Dec. of
1982, the M.H.H.A. requested help
for the horsemen who lost equipment and horses in the blaze. The
response has been heartwarming, as
·to date over $10,000 has been donated
for this worthy cause. There has
been generous contributions from
horsemen, businesses, sports fans,
tracks, industry associations and
fairs.
Many thanks to all those concerned who gave so willingly.

I

Friend JeanRead in your last Edition of the
Northeast Harness News, of Mr.
Taylor driving at 100 years of age.
Enclosed a copy of Postal Card of
Mr. Taylor driving in 1907.
Also obituary of Mr. Taylor 102
years of age, taken from American
Breeder, Jan. 12, 1909.
Thought you might be interested.
R. Francis Jenkins
VETERAK BORSEIUlf DEAD.
Advlcea from White River Junction, Vermont. under date
of 9th. lnst., announce the death of Charles Taylor, one of the
oldest trotting horse drivers In America. He was a native
of Canada and claimed to be upwards of 100 years old. He
had made White River Junction his home for upwards of .(0
years and was for many years employed by the late Cbarlea

''Ups And Down''
16 Race Tracks, Can You Find Them?
Answers to Puzzle (Vol. III. No.4)

"Former Maine Trotter Of The Year"

BOLD KID

(Sharpshooter - Silky Way)
Has What It Takes To Become Tlie
Sire Of Futu~e Maine Stakes Champions

A B
·.,;

"Remember! Trotters Are Terrific!"

To Book Your Mares - Contact:
Cindy Lewis, Fryeburg, Me. Tel. 207-935-3367

T

1) Bangor
2) Brandywine
3) Arlington
4) Yonkers
5) Wolverine
6) Windsor
7) Batavia
8) Lebanon

E

0

9) Dover
10) Hazel
11) Truro
12) Ohio
13) Hawthorne
14) Ocean
15) Moncton
16) River

.,.~, . . . . ,, . . .,,. . .,,. . . ,,. . . ,,~,, . . .,,. . . ,,~,,~,, . . . ,,. . . ,,. . . , , _ _ . , , _ _ . , , _ _ . , ) . . . () . . . () . . . () . . . () . . . () . . . () . . . (l4illlt-11 . . . () . . . . () . . . . () . . . (~411

At The Gate
Area
Lewiston

BROADCAST SCHEDULE 1983
Maine Harness Racing
Channel
Cable 13

Obituaries

John E. March

Time
Tuesday 7: 30
Friday 5:30
Portland
Cable 4
Friday 7:00
Westbrook
Cable 12
Call
Bangor
Cable 4
Thursday 6:30
Brunswick
Cable 13
Thursday 7:30
Augusta
Cable 3
Monday 6:30
Presque Isle
Cable
Call
If you want "At The Gate" in your local system convince them locally to air the
show. "At The Gate" will send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional
cable systems. Each system airs the segments according to local demand. We are
working to add Westbrook and possibly Rochester to the growing list of outlet
stations.
--------------------------~-~---------~--T

John March receives the award for The Andover Story, top Maine pacer, from
Don Richards M.H.H.A. director in 1980 at the annual banquet.

8.00 Per Year .

·· South Bridgton - John Edw~ Marc~ 72, owner and operator of a Bridgton
general store for many years, died at his home recently after a short illness.
He was a member of the Maine Harness Horsemen's Association and the owner
of The Andover Story, the first horse to break the two minute mile in the State of
It's an opportunity to be informed 'about the latest on the harness racing Maine.
scene in New England. Initial subscriptions & renewals sign below.
John was a friend to all and will be sadly missed by all those in the harness rae( Please enclose check to facilitiate efficiency)
in~ industry.
.
New _Renew_
Print Mailing Address
DATE:--=--~-- ..-.,,. . .,,~.,~~~~,,__.,,~~~~~~. . .,,..., 1 , . . .,,__.,,._,,,__. 1 ,~<
(Please Circle Proper ca'te.gories)

PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL

r

.

NAME~·~--------------------------------------------------------1
. I
I

Note Of Thanks

STRE~T=----------------------------------------------------C

·

ITY: .

STATE:

.

: . Special ~hanks to Carol Gauc~er owner of Walnut Hill Farm, for the outstanding
JOb of takmg care of and foalmg our mare, Dauphiness Direct.
Z1P: - - 1I
Richard & Susan Olson

Return to: Je~n Emerson, Editor, Boom Road, Saco, .~ai~:_ 0~2 -L~
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ET HANOVER••••
THE YEAR" honors three times!

The only pacer to ever win

\

-0 1:57.2 $173,298.

As a two-year-old in
As a three-year-old ·

.

""

His stud fee is $30,000 in 1983. _

d•..• Committeeman, Flying Bret,

---

of the many ....,,.,., ,.i&J.,S" with earnings of $6,850,050.

He is also, "THE LEADING

SPEED!

r mare for a ~a·

Don't miss

At
Tel. 207-284-4726
Exit 5 Maine Turnpike

'500·
, Farm Manager,
For
.,

"

w

•'.

•

m mber to P}fJke J'O r mare P._ayment•, opd ,the re1,ulting :a

Of Stalls
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·E·sT·. JEFFREY . .··

•

Wishes His Foals of '83 The Best of Luck!

Colt - Dam: Wicklaw Nan, owned by Stan Bubier.

....
' ' ' ' ' ' '·'

.

r '

, --

.

'

(Pictured Below Are A Few Of Them)

Filly -:- Dam: Win Me, owned by Roger Fournier

Colt- Dam: Dave's Lisa owned by Ruth HaD

Colt - Dam: Belinow owned by Frank Withee Colt - Dam: Pretty Plumber owned by J Clements & T Regan Colt - Dam: Lorraine Ann owned by R Rose

Best Jeffrey, Paul -

Please come to see this

Battis and Lavish Acres
wish to thank all 1983

handsome stallion and

breeders, and also the

developed future stake

large . number of 1982
breeders who returned

winning foals. (Rt. 202
North, 7 miles from

this year. We're looking

Lewiston Gate, · sign
on left).

these healthy, well~

forward to '84!

Best Jeffrey and owner, Paul Battis.

LAVISH ACRES

U.S. T.A. School

by Antllo
f

.•

11 y,.~Profile
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Norman Woolworth
by Carl Scrivener
sales rings, at a North Carolina
training track or at his 729-acre
Kentucky
breeding
farm
Woolworth is at home and at ease in
' any one of such settings.
The success of Stoner Creek stud
in
Kentucky,
co-owned
by
f,jj~!!!!!! Woolworth
and
his
recently
~~~deceased friend, David Johnston is
~p_j~~li
spotlighted by a figure on his 1979
balance sheet from the sales. That
year, 31 yearlings from Stoner Creek
returned $813,900, for an average of
$26,254, the highest ever received for
a major yearling consignment!
Norman Woolworth is an amateur
driver who earned his credentials
the hard way -in the mud on Maine
half-milers, with a two-minute mile
~-"-·---":...wiliil over the red clay at Lexington, Ky.,
and with injuries suffered in a spill
Norman Woolworth served as Grand
over that same track.
Marshall at the recent World Driving
He remembers handling the reins
Championships at Lewiston Raceway. in Maine with Reine Byrd, a
Norman Woolworth's harness frequent winner on the Pine Tree
racing days cover the full range Circuit. Norman won the Governor's
from five and ten pacers and trotters Cup with her at Skowhegan (2:03.1).
at the fairs to million dollar babies
She had to be good to overcome
bred from world champion sires and my driving," Norman jests.
broodmares.
The reference to five and ten
The pace of his contributions to the trotters and pacers from Clearview
sport has been steady, substantial Stables will probably bring a
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and~~ng~rm.
reaction hom the tallish M~ne
Best
known
today,
undoubtedly,
as
native,
the grandson of a cousin of
Bob Ferland
one of the "Squires of Stoner Creek" the original F. W. Woolworth. There
near Paris, Ky., a breeder of great were a substantial number of
standardbreds, a co-owner of such Woolworth racers then that were
sterling sires as Meadow Skipper much better than the phrase imand Nevele Pride ... more than 50 plies.
mares, etc .... Norman Woolworth is
Winnow went on to win at
equally widely known for his New Roosevelt in 2:00; Sh-Boom, became
England background.
a free-for-all trotter in N.Y.· and
"Clearview Farm at Winthrop, Sampson's Lade is the mother of
Maine has been in my family for· Town Drunk, the hard-hitting pacer
more than 50 years and when I got that prevailed over his unfortunate
into trotters, it was sort of natural name with life-time earnings of
that I name my stable, Clearview $333,000 at last accounting.
Stables," Norman tells.
On the national scene, Woolworth
"My introduction to harness owned Meadow Skipper, the sport's
racing came as a spectator at No. 1 pacing sire; and also owned
Lewiston,
Windsor,
Union, Porterhouse (born, raised and
Skowhegan and other Maine fairs. trained in Maine and went on to win
From 1953 until Link Keene's death the U.S. trotting championship),
in 1979, I always had a number of Muncy Hanover, Egyptian Princess
horses on the circuit," he explains.
and many others.
This in the 1950's and thereafter,
Woolworth's comment regarding
Clearview Farms with Woolworth's Belle Acton, a sensational threehorses gave substantial support to year-old in 1956 (winner at Foxboro
the race programs at the Maine that year of the Fair Oaks Grand
fairs, and at Foxboro, Rockingham Circuit mile with Wm. Haughton
and Suffolk Downs as well, perhaps driving) is enlightening:
with Link Keene or Harry Coleman Woolworth tells, "I consider Belle
Host Bob Ferland and Hostess, Jean Ferland present the trophy to Bill "Magic to drive, or with Earle Avery, his Acton the greatest pacing mare
Man:' O'Donnell, winner of the 1983 World Driving Championship title.
respected driver-trainer, to take a ever. She is 27 years old and residing
colt or filly to New York.
comfortably at Stoner Creek Stud."
World driving championship sets ease aboard Arnie's Skip. Then it good
"Looking back, I've enjoyed every
From the viewpoint of a harness
all time handle at Lewiston was "Dandy Donnie" who charged year
that
I
have
been
involved
with
writer,
one of the most appropriate
Raceway. The fans loved it, the from the eighth hole. with ~oru~
racing, but in truth, the happenings in the career of Norman
drivers enjoyed their brief stay at Lynne to take t~e WJ.?l, !Dak1ng It harness
fun was my early days on the Woolworth, is the award to him in
Lewiston, and the management was t~ree of the Lewiston Invites to the most circuit,"
Woolworth confesses. 1973 by the U.S. Harness Writers
in ecstacy with the over $172,000 finals. Freeman Parker was not.to Fair
Whether
he
is at a fairgrounds, at Assn. of the Clem McCarthy "Good
handle. The local drivers proved be outdone, as he took the front With
once again that no matter what sport Moonlig~t Express A. ~o make the one of the sport's most important Guy" award.
·you partake of, the home court is local drivers all heading for the
definitely an advantage.
finals of the championship.
The addition of Mr. Norman The final was an exciting race, as
Woolworth serving as grand mar- the lead changed three times, with
shall was surely a plus to this Paul Battis looking like he n1ight
promotion. He is a fine gentleman in take it all at the three quarter pole,
all respects. It was a pleasure for all but Walter Case Jr. aboard Mohawk
of us to enjoy his company for the Knight charged along side Paul to
afternoon. After a few years away overtake him. At the sixteenth pole
from New England Leroy Copeland when from nowhere the magic man,
did not lose his appeal to the crowd. "Billy O'Donnell," swept three wide
He responded admirably, winning to win by half a leng~h and become
two of his three assigned drives for the world driving champion for 1983
the championship, putting him in the at Lewiston Raceway.
finals.
Many thanks to everyone who
Walter Case Jr., the second made this day possible, especially to
leading driver in 1982 won the the drivers who put on a super show.
Second Elimination Race with a
superb drive aboard Snazzy Tim~ to
Maybe the mos~ thanks. sl_lould go It was a pleasure to welcome Leroy Copeland back to New England. He is pictured
get into the finals. N.H. favorite, to the. man up;5ta1rs for giVIng us .a receiving a trophy fr.om U.S.T.A. dir~ctor )Vallace efft after winning with Paul
Paul Battis won the 3rd event with day Without rain. Amen!!!
McHUgh's, Many's Talent.
'
Schools for officials seem about as
inviting as a bowl of Wheaties
without milk or sugar. But unless the
enforcers have a clear working
knowledge of the rules there can be
no consistent effective enforcement.
And unless racing is controlled by
officials, every horseman becomes
an anarchist.
Lewiston hosted the second annual
U.S. T .A. extended school for officials. It was the only one of its kind
in the region, and though it
primarily served New England and
the Maritimes, officials attended
from as far away as Indiana.
"We hope to make this school an
annual event", stated Leonard
Pooler
Lewiston
Raceway's
Gener~l Manager, and a U.S.T.A.
director for District 9.
Kent Hastings, the U.S.T.A.'s
Director of officials conducted the
four day conclave. State Steward
Jim Flanagan, a proponent of strong
officiating, was present at most
sessions as a consultant. But as the
week progressed the "students",
most currently licensed officials
broke up into small discussion
groups, to present condition sheets,
write rules, interpret decisions.

Films of races were presented,
testi!lg th~ _judgment ~n.d decision
making ability of the officials.
The U.S. T .A. licenses officials, but
each
state
juristiction
has
overriding control. In the past,
Maine Race Commission and
U.S.'! ..A. have come near conflict in
specific cases, but by and large the
education testing and licensing
procedure developed in Ohio, is
accepted here.
In extended sessions serious
people hashed out events they may
face in the heat of battle later in the
summer.
Official decisions have never been
more closely examined as now.
Numerous decisions are appealed to
the Maine Race Commission and
several have already filtered into
the courts. Without adequate instruction, interaction and reinforcement, local officials will be no
match for lawyers, Commissioner
and Judges.
So, however dull and unpalitable a
layman may consider Rule 3, Section 21, Subsection C, each page of
the book was dissected and studied
by the people whose job it is to make
the words match reality.

World Driving Champs

- ----------~-~--~---------------- ---
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Application Fo Stall Reservations
STALL

APP~I(;ATIONS

Hilurlafe

CLOSE MAY 31st

RtlfiJllllg,

9NC.

June 17 thru August 14 1983 Race Meeting
All horses listed on this stable application are represented to be under the
management, and are the responsibility of the trainer signing the same.
All' horses accepted for stabling shall be listed by the trainer and be read~, to ra<-e
except qualifiers who must qualify within ten da~·s after they are on the grounds.
CURRENT COGGINS TEST REQUIRED

Stable Name: ................................. · · · · · · ·

Date: .............................................. .

Traiaer: ........................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

For use of stalls from

................................

(Stalls will not be "eld after above date unless c"ange •s conftrmed)

Address: .............................. · · . · · · · · · · · · · ·
NAME OF HORSE

Sex
and Age

Gait

1981

1982

Earnings Earnings

OWNER

S.S. No.

STREET ADDRESS

ZIP

CITY

'

.
~ -;:·

.;:

.

Important- Complete This Application In Full Giving Soc. Sec. No.
Do Not Ship Until Stalls Have Been Confirmed
NOTICE! No substitutions or additions to the above named hors{'s will ht• permitted unless confirmed by Racin~ Secretary prior to
· shipping date.
.
DO NOT SHIP HORSES UNTIL RESERVATIONS ARE CONFIRMED· BY THE RACING SECRETARY
Your cooperation in advising us immediately of horses dropped from training or not to be raced here will be ~reatly appreciated.
No mech~nical horse walkers will be allowed on the grounds.
The signer hereof represents that he and all persons for whom he is· acting have read and are familiar with the rules and re~ulations of
the New Hampshire Racing Commission and U .S.T .A. and the special rules and rc~ulations of the Hinsdale Raceway. In<.· .. app~arin~ on tht.reverae side hereof. He and they unconditionally and wi_thout exception hereby agree to be bound by and comply with said special rules and
regulations inasmuch as they are included and expressly made a part hereof. He and they also a~ree that all the above·named horses are nd
shall be subject to the aforesaid rules.and special regulations. and to abide by all the acts and decisions of the various track officers and
racing officials presiding at Hinsdale Raceway. Inc.

Siped: ....................................................... .

DANIEL SEPTELKA, R

(Owner or authorized gent)

MailiDI Addreaa: ......•.
fiJI

r

. .,. : .

. . ,. ,.......

.

« .. ,.. ...

Tile Maine Circuit

By Lee Allen

Press Time Collins and K. W.
Skipper, a pair of Maine Circuit
regulars, share Pacer of the Month
honors while I. Hawk took Trotter of
the Month laurels.
Press Time Collins and K. W.
Skipper both posted Al-Var speed
ratings of 100 or higher twice during
the month. Twelve other pacers
were able to accomplish that feat
once each.
Press Time Collins, a four-yearold son of Precious Fella, won ....~...~~
consecutive preferred paces at
Lewiston Raceway with Al-Var
speed ratings of 102 and 105. Walter
M. Reed of Fort Fairfield owns
Press Time Collins. Russell Wing Jr.
is the trainer-driver.
K. W. Skipper won 10 of his first 11 Press Time Collins and Russ Wing Jr.
starts and posted Al-Var speed
ratings of 100 and 101. The four-yearat Lewiston Raceway
old son of Skipper Walt is owned by The second highest AI-Var speed
Charles Amsden of Corinna. Elmer rating of the season to date was
Ballard is the trainer and Walter produced the same day as the inCase Jr. was the driver.
vitational, Sunday, April 24. In the
I. Hawk posted the second highest seventh race, Adelbert's Son won the
Al-Var speed rating in Maine for a preferred pace in 2:05. The variant
trotter the past two years when he was 28 at that time, giving the ninenailed a 92 in his first start April23. year-old son of Adelbert Hanover a
The seven-year-old son of Tiffin won 112 AI-Var speed rating with Billy
in 2:06.1 for owner-trainer-driver Parker in the bike.
Alexander Savran of Medford, Adelbert's Son is owned and
Mass. The only rating higher for a trained by Colin Mosher of Irasburg,
trotter since 1981 was a 93 by Vt.
Hickory Blitz last year.
The Maine Circuit moved to
Walter Case Jr. finished his stay in Scarborough Downs for a May 1
Maine by earning his second opening. The Downs meet is
straight Driver of the Month title. scheduled to run through Sept. 24. A
Casey drove four of the 16 pacers feature of the meet will be the
with Al-Var speed ratings of 100 or $20,000 President's Pace.
higher.
Don
Richards,
Dude
Following are pacers with Al-Var
Goodblood and Russ Wing· Jr. each speed rattngs of 100 or higher from
drove two. Casey will be driving at March 28 to April 24: (winning
Monticello (N.Y.) Raceway the rest performance only)
Big Hugh, W. Case Jr.
120
of the season.
There were no trainers with more Adelbert's Son, W. Parker Jr.
112
than one horse reaching the 100 Wilbea Sly Knight, D. Goodblood 105
mark for pacers or 90 for trotters. Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 105
Paul Perry Sr. of Hampstead, N.H. El Uno, W. Case Jr.
104
is Trainer of the Month as his pacer, Two Score, B. Hastey
104
Big Hugh, turned in the most out- Phantom Racer, D. Richards
104
standing performance of the Maine Formal Misty, R. Sumner
103
season to date.
Super Spud, D. Richards
103
Big Hugh won the $6,000 Lewiston Duty Calls, G. Mosher
103
Invitational in a sensational 2:05.2 Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 102
considering the conditions. A driving King's Treasure, A Grenier
101
rainstorm and a stiff wind drove the Napoleon's Queen, D. Goodblood 101
variant up to 38 for the invitational. K.W. Skipper, W. Case Jr.
101
Big Hugh's performance was good K.W. Skipper, W. Case Jr.
100
for an Al-Var speed rating of 120. Dibbs, R. Truitt
100
Casey was in the bike.
Following are trotters with Al-Var
The highest Al-Var speed rating speed ratings of 80 or higher from
ever recorded in Maine is 126. J etlite March 28 to April 24: (winning
did it in 1980 and My Bill Forward performances only)
tied it in 1982. Last year's highest I. Hawk, A. Savaran
was 125 by My Bill Forward. Clip- Good Time Harlan, P Battis
per's Seelster had 124 while Big Question Advice, W. Whittemore
Hugh and Cheviot each had 121.
Accelerando, R. Sumner

THE FREEMAN PARKER STABLE
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Broodmare Of Tlie Month

By ANTHONY J . ALIBERTI
breeding shed she too accumulated
$50,000.
At last the family had a maternal
star. Best of Wise carries fresh
genetic strength as well as proven
performance on the track. With
mediocre immediate relations, Best
of Wise can at once bring the entire
family to life.
She was retired and sent to the
court of Best Jeffrey, and suddenly
people are beginning to notice.
Breeding horses - in the end, ·
comes to producing indiViduals.
Commercial nurseries find formula
foals with pedigrees which attract
investors. But at the raceways those
blue-blooded colts must tangle with
homebreds.
On the track tearsheets from sales
cataloges mean nothing. I'll bank on
a Best Jeffrey from Best of Wise.
Their
individual
performance
records are the clue, and a fast colt
is only a matter of time.
.

In the end performance is the
leading edge of bloodlines. What is
considered fashionable through a
period follows records on the track.
When enough winners have been
produced, then a particular family is
coveted and others fall from favor.
Nib's Sister, Sadie Tass, Golden
Hustle were considered standard
mares, no more until they produced
Miles End Brenda, Mountain
Skipper, and Hot Blooded respeclively.
So, breeders will overlook thin
pedigrees if performance emerges.
Twenty years ago $50,000 winners
were rare. So though James S. raced
long and hard to earn the money,
and had no remarkable speed badge
to show, he nonetheless established
a performance standard in a family
without renowned ancesters.
Eleven years later Betabuck
vindicated the family. Enroute to
$138,000 he paced in 1:58.4.
Jane Elna is his half sister. After a
pair of Vicar Hanover colts, she was Edito.(sn~te:
.
.
bred to Georgia Red, and for all Spr_mg 1s re~e!ved for fo~lj.ng and colts m
serious breeders it seemed written tJ:ammg. But 1t 1~ al~o a cr1tica]Jy dan_gero!ls
off

'

'

time. Not all deliver1es are routme. M1ss Lite
.
Me, Bob Gilman's superior mare spotlighted
. Gene Smith talked #~ana Ch~ds here last month was within weeks of
m~o a cut rate. breedi?g to ~Ise delivering a Mr. Suffolk foal. Complications
Widower, an aging Maine stallion, intervened, and both mare and colt were lost.
and few noticed.
It takes generations to develop mares of
The filly was tall, and fast. Best of quality and each foaling season the dangers
Wise ripped through the Maine are present. Maine racing was the loser, as
akes and before she moved to the the qualities of this mare are lost forever.
•

.

·

LORD VICAR
Whose Early Speed Sire

BEST OF ALL
Has Produced 111 in 2:00
.And Whose Dam, The Prolific

MARY FRANCES
Has Produced 15 Record Foals
2 In 2:00 9 In 2:05 4 In 2:10
Call For Booking Information

Lord Vicar. ·Foal P.acing· tike·.A.Champ!

207-625-9353 .
. .
ares a ture·Bred Fo $400 live Foa

ooo.<><><>~'Ot'OO~~O~~~C><>Oo-OO<><>OO'C>'OoOOC><>OO.Oo."'OOOO*'OO'Oo'OO'O
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AUSTIN
FARM
Cornish, N.H.
Preview 1983 Yearlings

TENNIS MISS

An exciting, well-grown and good conformed filly. Fine racing prospect, as well as futu_re
broodmare potential. New York eligible. First crop of world champion, Set Point, out of good
producing mare, Dosie Dares, full sister to Miles Dares p. 1:58.3 ($77,380). She is the dam of half
sibling, Hub bards to~ 's Brick; race timed in 2:01 as a 2 yr. old and of Conestoga Dosie p.3., 2:02.2f.

Most Happy Fella Meadow Skipper
Set Point p.3, 1:55.1m ('355,511)
Pammy Lobell p.2, 1:59m 4, T. T. 1:57.lm ('354,497) Airliner
Tennis Miss b.m. 1/16/82 M d G
Ad"
ea ow ene p.4, 1: 59.2m
10s
Dosie Dares p.2., 2:05.1m.
Dottie Reed p.3, 2: 12h Knight Dream

AUSTIN FARM

A small select breeding farm in the Connecticut River Valley. Quality youngsters are raised
with the finest care and attention given to their nutritional, veterinary, trimming and training needs.
Come and visit this facility and see our other yearlings.
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Cornish, N.H. 03745
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Tel. 603-675-6255

Downeast Harness News
Spring has finally found its way to
northern Maine. Green grass, new
foals, colts training, aged horses
racing and plenty of Saturday
morning railbirds are all sure signs
that Spring has arrived.
With the warmer weather from
the south comes old friends Helen
and Gardner Patterson who have
returned to Verona Island from
Florida. Don Holsapple of Dexter
has returned from Little River
Farm in North Carolina where he
and Gordon Corey broke several two
year olds including a sma~t looking
Happy Escort filly which Don
purchased at the Lexington fall sale.
We were saddened to learn of the
passing of longtime
DEHHA
member Gerald G. Nowell of Hermon. We have always followed with
interest the travels of Mr. Nowell's
sub- two minute pacer Meadow
Rich. A short note on Mr. Nowell's
1983 DEHHA membership application indicates that he hoped
another of his horses, Wilma's C.H.
Champ, would race in Maine this
year. Perhaps this horse or Meadow
Rich could be invited to return to
Maine for a memorial race in honor
of this longtime supporter of the
standardbred sport.
Speaking of memorials, we hope
the 100th anniversary of the founding of Maplewood Park, now Bass
ParR, by J.P. Bass will not go unnoticed this year by the city of
Bangor. Mr. Bass was a staunch
supporter of harness racing as
evidenced by his decision to reinvest
the profits realized from the first
few years of operation of the
Eastern Maine State Fair into
racetrack improvements over the
objections of his partners in the
EMSF venture.

~~~--~~~~~~
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• by C1a k Thompson

Ray Boyington's good race mare, Executive Director Joe Pate met poration of New York. If
First Count, has dropped her third with members of the DEHHA Board Bergstein's excellent harness
foal by Skipper Knox. Her first foal, of Directors. Plans for the upcoming show is not available on one of
now two, is a nice gaited colt that extended meet at Bangor were cable channels, perhaps a letter
has been in 2: 38 for Ray. We expect discussed along with other mutual call to your local cable TV opera
to see more of Milford Skipper on the concerns. The DEHHA directors in will produce results.
Maine
Standardbred
Breeders attendance suggested three major
Stakes circuit this year. Northern areas of change to increase the
May has started where April
race fans can look forward to five profitability of harness racing to off i.e., with lots of rain. However,
weeks of stakes racing beginning management and horsemen alike. rain could not dampen the spirits of
July 20 at Bangor Raceway. After These included a shakeup of certain those attending the dedication
two legs at Bangor, the sire stakes racing officials, improvements to ceremony of the Saratoga Harness
move to Skowhegan, Presque Isle the grandstand and concessions and Racing Hall of Fame in Saratoga
and then back to Skowhegan.
an
emphasis
on
racetrack Springs, New York, on May 1. As its
The Written d~cision of the ~a~ne promotions.
contribution to the new Hall of
Harness
Racing
Commission
As spring arrives, My Bill For- Fame, the DEHHA made an inregarding 1983 date assignments wood continues to accumulate definite term loan of several items
was released in April. In awarding earnings on the Roosevelt - Yonkers owned by the late Frank Wiswall
dates to Bangor Raceway, the circuit. Owners Dr. Alroy and who retired in Castine, Maine, after
Commission noted that if the Eastlyn Chow of Presque Isle, along serving as second President of the
DEHHA desires to race more days with other Aroostook County race Spa oval. Any harness racing fan
over a longer period of time it should fans, were able to watch Bill's who travels to Saratoga Springs
attempt to lease the track so that it triumph in 1:56.4 in a leg of the should be sure to visit the Hall of
might stage its own meet in late George Morton Levy Memorial Fame and see what a great job
spring. At the MHRC date hearings series at Roosevelt thanks to WOR- Executive Director George Miller
in February, the DEHHA and TV (New York) and the _OTB Cor- and his staff have done.
MHHA questioned the viability of
J
racing fewer dates over a com....
pacted schedule of 5 nights racing
weekly for 7 weeks as proposed by
the Bass Park Corporation. As
pointed out in the MHRC decision,
the
BPC
has
disputed
the
profitability of harness racing to the
Corporation under the 1982 racing
schedule. However, this is in sharp
contrast to the testimoney of Bass
Park Corporation President Alan
Shiro before a recent workshop
session on Bass Park conducted by
the Bangor City Council. Mr. Shiro tL'":t~~.....,..-:-···:,..."1 ..
informed the councilors that harness
racing does make money for the •'"'".;ii~iltfl
BPC.
.,.
Following the
City
Council
workshop session, sever.al members . Milford Skipper (Skipper Knox-First Count) before going a training mile at
of the BPC Board of Directors and Bangor Raceway recently.

~~-~--~-~-~~--------~-----------~

HORSE FARM FOR SALE • $105,000
7 separate pastures for turnouts.

l/2

51 ACRES: (TENMILESFROMLEWISTONRACEWAY)

mile training track & spring-fed pond. ALSO INCLUDES: 4 bedroom home,

living room, kitchen, office, sun porch, full bath plus extras, hot water heat, large walk-in entryway, breezeway
to shed. FEATURING: Large barn (top level), 10 large box stalls, tack room, grain room, tie-ups, plus running
water. (Bottom level) 4 box stalls, tie-ups plus hay room. Barn loft will hold eight to ten thousand bales of hay.

Taxes Less Than $900.00 .Per Year!
(Must Be Seen By Appoint_ment Only)

Contact: Hanbro Farms P.O. Box 322 Sabattus, Maine 04280
--~--~--~~--~~~~~-~~~--~~~~~-~---~-~~--~-~--1500WINS
Delbert G. Insko
974
Pat Crowe
973
Wayne
Smullin
1493
Fred
List
971
COLUMBUS- The following is a
2500WINS
Dick Buxton
1491
Anthony MacRae 966
list of harness drivers who are apBill
Bresnahan
1489
Simon
Boucher
959
proaching milestones in their racing
BuckyDay
2492
Steve Desomer
1489
Del
Richards
955
careers. These figures can be upJim Curran
2484
Jim
Morrill
1487
Phil
Laframboise
955
dated at any time by contacting
Jacques Hebert 2430
Fern and Nadeau 1486
Randall Finn Jr.
953
Jerry Connors of the Publicity
AlMyer
2429
Eldol!
Harner
1470
Steve
Mahar
949
Department at the number listed
Dave Pinkney
2427
Gary Gibson
1459
Jerry
Robinson
948
below.
John Hogan
2417
Gabriel Boily
930
1458
Del Manges
Marcel Dostie
930
1453
Per yDavis
2000WINS
4500WINS
Paul Myer
928
1452
Mike Gagliardi
Keith Clark
926
1447
Bruce Nickells
Yves Filion
Del Insko
4424
1977
Thomas 0. Tharps 920
Doug Hamilton
1444
George Phalen
1977
Edward Morgan Jr. 919
1436
John Schroeder
Robert Williams 1952
3500WINS
Jim
Mattison
917
Dwayne
Pletcher
1433
Glen Garnsey
1947
Fern
Paquet
916
Bill
Faucher
1426
Ed
Tracey
1947
Walter Paisley
3442
J
ovis
Gerry
913
Jim Allen
1941
Bea Farber
912
1000WINS
Charlie Lawson 1930
3000WINS
Ed
MeN
eight
Jr.
911
Lew Williams
1926
Scott Rowe
911
Bill Current
Mike Arnold
983
1915
Ted Wing
2969
Larry
Walker
908
Hubert
Jackson
Ed
Lohmeyer
981
1915
Ben Webster
2931
Yvon Demers.
907
Carmen Alessi
980

Career Milestones
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Arn's Skip-A-Ribbon

Carolyn Marie

Romie' Jet

Ace Hi Johnny
Allen's Choice
Ammo Andy
Ammo's Pride
Andadura
Andy's Lou
April Amble
April's Lollipop
Arn's Skip-A-Ribbon
Arundel Mountain
Bank on Betsie
Bashful Gambler
Belle Speed
Bert's Bill
Boat Captain
Bobby C' s Boy
Bonney Eagle
Bowley Brook Bert
Bowley Brook Thumpa
Branchbrook Rocky
C.R. Speedy
Carolyn Marie
Cashmere Princess
Cashmere Rosebud
Chinbro P~ilro
Chinbro Robex
Chinbro Skipdeb
Chinbro Skipflo
Chinbro Skiptan
CindyK. Tu
D.J.'s Gold
Dallas Ridgecrest
Dananna Ridgecrest
Daphney Ridgecrest
Deacon Ridgecrest
Deidre Ridgecrest
Dexter Ridgecrest
Dingle Hoofer
Doctor Ridgecrest
Double R. Star
Duke Ridgecrest
Dulin Rose
Emmatrude
Fair Kathy
Formal Lil
Francie Girl
Fresno Bessie
G.C. Mac
Gaelic Blazon
Gaelic Shamon
Gaelic Terrorist
Gale To Watch
GameL.S.
Gene's Best
Genie Marx
Greene Express
Greenie D. Joelle
H. T. Jennifer
Hanbro Doris
Hanbro Special
Holly Hock Angel
Hooky Tonk Angel
Hope's Rocket
Hurricane Hill ·
Ian's Song
I'm Rainy Night
Invisible Threat
Irish Sam
J.C.'s Wildwoman
Jeff Champ
Jim's Choice
Jodi Overlook
Knotch Hill Skipper
Kotton King
Lady Delite
Lady High Pockets
Latham's Last
Lib's Jezebel
Lib's Jubilee
Lin-Mar Buddy
Lite Me's Kid
Little League Star

H.T. John-Kashapiece
Bettor's Choice-Tipwitchit
Ammo Hanover-J.M. Brenda
Ammo Hanover-Sky Go
Pastime Fatman-Daytona's Terri
W/tchful-Battle Charge
Skipper Glen-Trotwood Darlene
Mr. Suffolk-Galerie's April
Skipper Knox-Super Ribbon
Nevele Pilot-Sister Crain
Scotch Banker-Signal's Betsie
Dean Gamble-Bertie Kash
Speedy Money-Rodel Beth
Mr. Suffolk-Maggie's Sister
Skipper Hill-Mighty Kodoma
Laverto Hanover-Queen's Mystery
Skipper Knox-Merrie Pace
Terry Dares-Alice Barmin
Terry Dares-Tiny Bambi
Diamond Dale-Hay Halas
Speedy Money-Carmen R.
Ammo Hanover-Miss Close Call
Coffee Away-Miss Copenhagen
Coffee Away-C.A. Dee
Romeo's Image-Philsota
Mountain Exec-Mrs. Robinson
Skipper Knox-Debbyette Moraka
Skipper Knox-Chinbro Flo
Skipper Knox-Tanya Moraka
Armbro Frank-Ransom Pace
Scotch Banker-Lady Jasmine
Rusty Range-Nevele Kathleen
Skipper Hill-Meadow Volga
Skipper Hill-Lady Landmark
Rusty Range-Tin Lizzy
Rusty Range-Gracious Painter
Rusty Range-Madam Whitney
Nevele Pilot-Twitters
Jonas Hanover-Reenes Dream
Yankee Time-Orphan Adios
Jonas Hanover-Special Moraka
Senator Jewell-Farmstead Audrey
Jonas Hanover-Nats Miss Dandy
Greenie D. Joey-Fair Rambler
Formal Occasion-Cape Pine Flotor
Big League Star-Ash Grove
Fresno-Saint Clare Damsel
Douro Lobell-Miss Dianne D.
Nevele Pilot-Betty Bryd
Ricci Bold Payster-Steam Heat
Ricci Bold Payster-Topless
Watchful-Bunny Gale
Mr. Suffolk-Chicken Little
Skipper Gene Marx-Bridget B.
Skipper Gene Marx-Slims Lady
Latham-Wicklow Nan
Greenie D Joey-Can Tar Patsy
H. T. John-Fonda Frost
True Wayne-Mrs. O'Rourke
True Wayne-MaMa Lu
Scotch Banker-Sarah T Knight
Dean Gamble-Fair Lillian
Tagalong Freeman-Fulla Hope
Watchful-Beth Hill
Ian Henry-Gator Rum
Election Day-Lorraine Ann
Ammo Hanover-Catherine Bumpas
Old Frazier-Monzer Adios
Yankee Time-Wynnie Tarana
Master Jeff-Nadines Champ
Bettor's Choice-Tiny B Oregon
Pastime Fatman-Tiny Widow
Skipper Hill-April Colden
Snappy Duke-Gay Head
Old Frazier-Madam Easter
Nevele Pilot-Miss Patty C
Latham-Katy Valentine
Scotch Banker-Formal Alliance
Scotch Banker-Double or Else
Skipper Knox-Lin-Mar Sally
Scotch Banker-Miss Lite Me
Big League Star-Reed's Oliver

Tim Moran
Arthur Nason
Wendell Glidden
Anna Blackwood
Sarah Brown
Robert D. Allen
Alphee G. LeFebvre
George T. Robinson
Arnold Dall
Mary Fitanides
Rex Ellis
Vinal S. Goss
Alan M. Moeykens
Hubert Simpson
Roger Davis
Paul Canney
Roosevelt Susi
Michael Graham
Michael Graham
William Whitcher
Elliott Brown
Linwood Perkins
Ronald Douglas
Ronald Douglas
I val Cianchette
I val Cianchette
I val Ciancbette
I val Cianchette
I val Cianchette
Robert Libby ·
Augustine Crochere, Jr.
Carlton Chamberlin
Carlton Chamberlin
Carlton Chamberlin
Carlton Chamberlin
Carlton Chamberlin
Carlton Chamberlin
Bela Galambos
Carlton Chamberlin
Richard Robertson
Dorothy Shaw
Delbert Ellis, Jr.
Mrs. Herbert Colburn
Frank Withee
Angelo Tzikas
William Brooks
George S. Stevens
Gerald MacKenzie
E. & J. Ballard
Clinton Kilby, Jr.
Dr. Alroy Chow
Clifton Bradbury
Robert Casey
Arnold Stanhope
Arnold Stanhope
Douglas Thompson
Mitchell Gallant
Peter Beatham
Harvey Hanington
Harvey Hanington
Irvin Rogers
Chet Poole
Freeman Parker
Loring Norton
W.F. Thoms
Richard Rose
Linwood Perkins
Francis Stubbs
Jerry Watson
Edric Griffin
Bert Fernald
Clyde Crane
Robert Knox, Sr.
Bion Pike
Tony Dearoorn
K. & T. Coleman
Rochambeau Stable
Elizabeth Pullen
Elizabeth Pullen
Marilyn Pelletier
Richard Crabtree
Franklin Hiscock
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BREEDERS STAKES
David Dunn
Lucky Pilot
Nevele Pilot-Vanessa Dee
Mary & Shannon Smith
Mary's Pilot
Nevele Pilot-Singapore Sling
Miles End Mark
Skipper Knox-Saratoga Jane
,Ashley Bickmore, Jr.
Raymond Boyington
Skipper Knox-First Count
Milford Skipper
Nevele Pilot-Earthbound
Miss Star Pilot
R. W. &R. L. Cushing
Arvard Holts
Mis~ Summer Breeze
Rusty Range-Lullathorpe
Clayton Murchison
Ms. Presque Isle
Ammo Hanover-Jefferson Queen
Ms. Skipper
Skipper Knox-Mar Con Countess
Chester & Carolyn Carter
My-0-My
Air Cadet-Baby Mir
Normand St. Clair
Nasty Senator
Senator Jewell-Chief's Widow
Sandra Clark
Never Lee
Nevele Pilot-Fly Fly Caprice
Thomas Harris
New England Pat
Skipper Glenn-V.I.H.
Roland Cole
0 Henry 0
Ian Henry-Polly 0
Norman Watson
Oak Ride Dusty
Laverto Hanover-Mystery's Secret
Oak Ridge Farm
P. & J. Scottie
Scotch Banker-Golden Countess
P. & J. Fitzherbert
Pacealong Bert
Ammo Hanover-Hurricane N
Arthur Nason
Peerless Patsy
Skipper Knox-Sara Go
Roosevelt Susi
Pete Blackguard
Snappy Duke-Greylin Bess
Wendell Pike
Peter's Pretty Girl
Scotch Banker-Luck Ahead
Peter Hanley
Petty Larceny
Skipper Glen-Grand Larceny
William Hughes
Election Day-Miss Rocky B
Political :Naymate
Duane Boynton
Poopsie
Mountain Exec-Mighty Miss Q
John Mollison, Jr.
Port Skipper
Skipper Glen-Chester Frances
Richard Weeman
Power Wagon
Big League Star-Lorelei Whiz
Robert McGhee
R.K.B.
Jonas Hanover-Omaha Hanna
Robert Berry
Race Me. Stables
Bret's Boy-Thorpe's Dream
Race Me. Hot Dog
Race Me. Stables
Race Me. Mara
Dean Gamble-Farmstead Gal
Race Me. Tar
Bret's Boy-Tartastic
Race Me. Stables
Race Me. Victoria
Ricci Bold Payster-Vermont Adios
Race Me. Stables
Rae Lee Toni
Scotch Banker-Val Two
David Slocumb
Raw Hide
Ammo Hanover-Olympian Maid
R.W. Giggie
Bettor's Choice-Adio Burn
Ready To Burn
William Shirland
Richard's Birthday
Election Day-Windswept Girl
Richard A. King
Riv-Lea Michelle
Bettor's Choice-J.B. Rebecca
Walter Wheeler
Rod's Folly
Jonas Hanover-Golden Folly
Rodney Wells
Loring Norton
Romie's Hunter
Mr. Suffolk-0 Sha Nu
Loring Norton
Romie's Jet
Mr. Suffolk-Lisa J
Loring Norton
Romie's Judy
Mr. Suffolk-Prado
Loring Norton
Romie's Toffy
Mr. Euffolk-Contessa Teresa
Dumb Fox Stable
Scotch Banker-Mohawk Fancy
Ruby Hayden
Albert Leighton
Rustic Gal
Rusty Range-Julie Moraka
Richard Seigars
Sail's Image
Romeo's Image-Sail Over
Emma Dearborn
Say Louise
Old Frazier-Buzzer
Clifford Chase
Shiretown Lass-E
Scotch Banker-Annie's Gone
Silent Ammo
Ammo Hanover-Tarport Judy
Rochambeau Stable
Allan Mollison
Skipper Glen-Mattuta
Skip to Mattuta
Smarty Kat
Ian Henry-Pretty Kitty
Nathelene Watson
South Trail
A. C. Achilles-Deanna's Dream
Lorin¥ Norton
Splendid Choice
Bettor's Choice-My Gal A
Dav1d Miller
Spunky Susan
H. T. John-Ginger Rod
Peter Beatham
Strictly Formal
Formal Occasion-Adios Thona
Daniel Gorgone
Suffolk Yankee
Mr. Suffolk-Bushing
Laurie Whittemore
Suffolk's Son
Mr. Suffolk-Borderview Dianne
Edgar Hall
Sunday Skipper
Skipper Knob-Sunday Red
William DiBiase
Sunnyside Banker
Scotch Banker-Miles End Sarah
Alan Turner
Tammeroosky
Air Cadet-Pompey Meadow
Robert Ferry
Tatnic Charlie
Skipper Glenn-Impromptu
Roland Cole
The Sinner
Mountain Exec-Miss Snardo
Kandy Brierly
Treat With Desire
Tricks Treat-Sister Avis
Ronald Gray
Treat With Zip
Tricks Treat-Miss Rip Zip
Ronald Gray
ruax Marx
Skipper Gene Max-Tangee Jugette
Arnold Stanhope
Trusty Blaze
Trusty Dream-Ardina Sterling
Robert Cain
Trusty Shy Guy
Trusty Dream-Miss Meadow Shy
Charles Kennedy
Trusty Star
Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K
Barry Howell
Unstable Rick
Ricci Bold Payster-Amy Lobell
Frank Lathe, Jr.
Voodoo Pilot
Nevele Pilot-Yolo Sue
R. W. &R. L. Cushing
Wayne's Last
True Wayne-Tagalong Tani
Harvey G. Hanington
Yukon North-Fury J
Westridge Helen
C. Paul Mullen
Westridge Sam
Yukon North-Chinbro Milly
C. Paul Mullen
Who'sit What' sit
Air Cadet-Sister's Princess
Terrance L. Kimball
Windsock Flyer
Big League Star-Aloha
Bruce W. McGhee
Windsock Graygbost
Big League Star-Silver's Kim
Robert McGhee
Windsock Henry T
Big League Star-Star's First Lady
Bruce W. McGhee
Windsock Lucky
Big League Star-Gentle Touch
Robert McGhee
Windsock Missile
Big League Star-Shadydale Missive
Thomas Beckwith
Big League Star-Roxies Image
Windsock Orphan
Bruce W. McGhee
Windsock Prince
Big League Star-Frost Princess
Bruce W. McGhee
Windsock Racetime
Big League Star-Hianita Time
Bruce W. McGhee
Windsock Smoker
Big League Star-Bit of Smoke
Robert McGhee
w· dsock Snowflake Big League Star-Star's Snow Byrd
Bruce W. McGhee
Wise Penny
Scotch Banker-Wise Prudence
R. & Y. Prudenzano
(Let's hope eveyone pays the sustaining fees on time this year!)

Double R. Star
-

-

Bashful Gambler

Chinbro kip Deb
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Horse Of The Month

Top Trainer

By K. C. JOHNSON

Diane Hellen

I
I

I

The Lively One, a five-year-old went back down to race against
trotting mare, has developed in the conditional trotters, where, although
By JOE HARTMANN
early months of the 1983 campaign the heavy favorite on all three ocinto the dominant trotter in the casions, she did not win (although
"We're
back
home,"
Hellen
FOXBORO- There are just a half related. "Two-and-a-half months on weekly open trots at Foxboro. She is she did fipish an impressive second
dozen non-driving trainers listed in the road was long enough. Then we now beginning to show the results of to Nifty Christy). After another
the recently-released United States knew it was time to come home. her good breeding- she was sired disapponting last-place finish in an
Trotting Association handbook for John loves his home and his farm by Speedy Count and her dam is the Open, The Lively One turned in her
the 1983 racing season.
and his family. I love home as well. Foxboro track-record holder for best race since May when in a $2,200
But listed along with Vinnie We
did well at the Meadowlands and trotters, Lively Anne. The Lively conditional trot, she went straight to
Aurigemma, Lou Meittinis and it was
a good learning experience. One is owned by Beulah and W.J. the top and held on despite having
Jerry Silverman (some . of the But it wasn't home and both of us Nicholson, Jr. of Connecticut and the broken equipment to win a new
biggest names in harness racing) is knew that we would rather be at Houle Farm Stables. She is trained lifetime mark of 2:07 while beating
Foxboro Raceway's Diane Hellen, home racing close to the farm."
and driven by Ernie Houle.
the very sharp Nevele Swinger ana
the training half of the dominant
As a two-year-old, The Lively One Ike's Irish. After a third-place finish
Most successful racing stables are
John Hogan Stable.
a combination of a solid trainer and was brought along slowly by Houle, in her next start, The Lively One was
While Meittinis and Silverman an equally talented driver. The as she raced only four times in the finished for the year with $8,038 in
have made their name in harness Green Machine has an· added Learn-and-Earn Series. In four earnings in only fourteen starts.
racing, training high-priced and dimension due to the location of starts, The Lively One recorded The Lively One opened up her 1982
high-earning horses, Diane Hellen, Hogan's farm about 35 miles away.
these wins and a second but was able campaign with the best race of her
out of the unlikely background of
At the Foxboro barn, Diane runs to stay flat in only one race. young career, beating a field of
Catholic High School and riding the show - not only in the training of Nonetheless, she was impressive. In conditional trotters by eight open
academy training - hardly the the working stable, but the entire her first lifetime start, she ended up lengths in a very impresive 2: 04.3.
preparation known to the business- barn operation. Hogan, at the same finishing second to future stakes- Among the defeated were two very
has made her mark by building a time, works his morning schedule star T.N.T.'s Bambino. In her good trotters, Rachel Stevens and
steady working stable of solid horses back at the farm - working those second start, she made up almost Shiaway Cornwell. After this race,
that can be a weekly purse check.
horses stabled there, training seventeen lengths in the stretch to she fluctuated between conditional
"We're a racing stable," Hellen younger horses and working with the crush Theresa G. After setting a races and opens. Her best race
said in a recent interview. "We have stock of the stable that are not then-lifetime mark (2:12) in her during this time was a win 2:02.4,
third start, The Lively One had her which became a new lifetime mark.
to get the type of horses that can go currently racing.
to the races every week. I would like
"There is a trust and a confidence most impressive race as a two-year- After two last place finishes in her
to have the time to work with the there that I like," Hellen said of the old in her fourth and final start of next two starts, she became very
younger horses, breaking them in, two-site arrangement. ''When we 1980, when, on June 11, she went sharp in her last eight 1982 starts,
and on a limited basis, we can do it. came back, it took some time to get wire-to-wire to beat a field -w hich with a win, a second, three thirds,
But we look to the older, race-ready things back in order. I've been included stakes horses Blintzen and $5,050 in earnings.
This sharp streak has continued
horses. We're looking for horses that working to get things back in order Mariah and White Mamie in an
will make money for us on a regular here so we're ready to go on a day to impressive 2:08.2. She won the race into 1983. For the first time in her
basis as the backbone of our stable." day basis. It takes a lot of hard work by eighteen lengths. After this race, career, Houle decided to race her in
the winter months, and it paid
The Rogan-Hellen racing duo, and you can't just let the other Houle retired her for the year.
The Lively One began her three- dividends. In her first start of 1983
nicknamed aptly, "The Green people in the barn do it. You can't
Machine," for Hogan's racing ask anything more of them than you year-old (1981) at Foxboro, where, (January 7), she closed from sixth at
in her first start she finished a the top of the stretch to be second to
colors, rose out of the pack to shine are willing to do yourself."
second
to
the Hollandaise in an Open. She has
among the nation's best in 1982. It
As in the case of most successful disappointing
was a year that some people would combinations, it is Hogan who gets unheralded Drummer Boy Dunloe, a since proceeded to dominate this
be happy to call a career. Of Hogan's to take the majority of the bows. It is horse which she had handled as a class. In four of her next five starts,
260 Foxboro dash wins in the 1982 the driver who gets the recognition two-year-old. Nonetheless, Houle she went right to the top, winning
season, Hellen was the trainer on 192 and the picture in the winner's shipped her to Pennsylvania to race three of these (two by open lengths).
of them, more than the combined circle. It is the driver who gets the in Sires' Stakes Events. In the first, In the race she didn't win, she was
victories of the number two and interviews, the media attention and The Live One raced for a purse of beaten by a neck by Hollandaise.
three ranked trainers at Foxboro the status (even the United States $37,147 at Liberty Bell. Although set Her only unimpressive race during
combined.
Trotting Association does not keep off as a longshot (25 to 1) she was January and February was a third
Even more impressive than her statistics nationally on trainer wins second for most of the mile until place finish, nine lengths behind
fading in the stretch to end up third Rummy Jane .
.418 Universal rating, is the fact that and money earnings).
The Lively One has continued to
of the 730 horses that Hellen sent to
Has the success of the team given by seven and three-quarters lengths.
the gate at Foxboro in 1982, more Hellen thoughts of breaking away In her second stakes start (at The race well throughout March and
than 61 percent of those starters and doing her own thing? "Maybe Meadows) she faced a much tougher April, putting together a string of
finished on the board. A remarkable some day," she said. "But most of field and had no chance, as she impressive finishes. She has proven
percentage for any trainer- man or the great stables have to have the broke behind the ga~ and ended up that she is the best trotter at Foxwoman.
good driver to go with the good distanced. The Lively One got her boro, probably in all New England.
The 1983 racing season saw the trainer. John has taught me so much first win of the year in her next start, Recently, she has two wins and two
Green Machine take its act out of the and we know each other well. Ex- though, as she beat a good field of seconds in the Opens. Her seasonal
suburbs and into the big lights·, the perience tells you how he wants his conditional trotters, going wire-to- earning have already reached the
big money and the big time of the horses trained. After nine years of wire from the eight hole, to win in $20,000 plateau.
Thus, it is safe to assume that The
New Jersey racing palace - The working together, I need the 2:07.2. She beat, among others,
Lively One will continue to dominate
Meadowlands.
security and the familiarity of this Peach's Betsy and Tiptwichit.
After this win, however, then- the Open class. She has already won
The out-of-town act played to rave stable and its horses as much as it
reviews. Hogan logged 29 winners at needs me. But there may come the Race Secretary Brian Zander in 2:03.2 during cold weather, so
the Meadowlands, some on catch day when I feel I could do better on classified The Lively One into the certainly a 2:01 mile is conceivable
Open class. This more proved to be once the weather gets warmer. And
drives - most out of the stable. It my own, but it hasn't come yet.''
was a successful time for the team,
She may be the person behind the too much for the filly to handle. maybe, if the conditions are perfect,
but as Hellen related, New Jersey is scenes, but she is an important part After a couple of third place finishes The Lively One might make an
a nice place to visit, learn and win. of Foxboro's premier stable and its in the Opens, she finished up the assault on her mother's trotting
track in her next two starts. She then track mark.
But there is no place like home.
success.

MASS SIRE STAKES
"Spring Series" At Foxboro Raceway
Fri. May 27
3 Yr. Old Trot
3 Yr. Old Filly Pace
3 Yr. Old Colt Pace

Entry Fee: $100

$5,000 Added
$10,000 Added
$10,000 Added

Fri. June 3

3 Yr. Old Trot
$5,000 Added
3 Yr. Old Filly Pace · $10,000 Added
3 Yr. Old Colt Pace $10,000 Added

Fri. June 10 Finals (No Entry Fee)
3 Yr. Old Trot
3 Yr. Old Filly-Colt Pace

$15 000
$40:000

Five top money-winners each sex eligible to final

"YEAR· ·ROUND.'RACING' .
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FOXBORO
By JOE HARTMANN
FOXBORO, ~ass. ·- Patriots'
Day. weekend, ·a holiday unique to
this state, was the festive event that
needed festive happenings.
Those happenings were provided
by a special horse and two veteran
drivers as Truman set a new
seasonal standard and drivers Leigh
Fitch and Gary Kamal both reached
driving milestones during the April
14-18 weekend of racing at Foxboro
Raceway.
Fitch, who has averaged 100 wins
a season for the past 12 years, scored
his 2,000th driving win in the first
race on the Patriots' Day card, April
18. Kamal, the hottest driver on the
Foxboro track the past two weeks,
gained his l,OOOth driving win on the
same program in the extendeddistance two and a quarter mile
marathon pace. Kamal has captured
13 wins in the past 10 programs.
April17 was Filion Day at Foxboro
and with more than 30 members of
the Filion family in attendance,
John Hogan used the occasion to
lower the season's best mark at
Foxboro by more than one full
second. In the featured eighth race
open pace, Truman made a bold
charge down the stretch to outpace
Nero's B.B. to the wire in 1:57.4. It
was the third win of the season for
the five-year-old bay gelding of
Leader Pick-Shiaway 1\latron by
Adios Cleo and the gelding's second
straight since returning from the
Meadowlands.
The Filion Day program had
featured seven of the Filion brothers
and one nephew. Mike Filion, son of
the retired Gilles, showed his uncles
that he was worthy of their company
by taking the first of three races
featuring the eight Filions. Foxboro
regular Rheo Filion won the competition with a first and second in the
three races while Dennis Filion had
the other win.
The April15 card was highlighted
by a stunning 1:59.4 performance by
veteran claiming horse Adelbert's
Son as the nine-year-old cut the mile
in a $5,000 claiming pace. In the
featured eighth race, open trot, The
Lively One again proved the best
trotter on the Foxboro grounds,
defeating Count Yankee in the $5,000
main trotting event.

Gary Kamal drove his "1000 WIN" receptly at Foxboro Raceway.

N.E.H. W.A. News
By JOE VACCARO
The New England Harness
Writers Association was well
represented at the 35th annual
meeting and banquet at Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. onApril30.
In attendance was 25 percent of
the membership, the highest ever to
attend this yearly event. The list
included Pres./Sec./Treas., Joe
Vaccaro; 1st Vice Pres., Bob
Temple; 2nd Vice Pres. Sam
Brogna, members: Jean Emerson,
Cliff Sundberg, Ralph Grasso, Jack
Ginnetti, Harvey Robbins and Joe
Hartmann.
Among those honored was Glen
Garnsey who was voted into the
U.S.H.W.A. Hall of Fame. Bill
O'Donnell the nation's leading
money winning driver in 1982 and
Herve Filion the top driver with 495
wins.

f .. •

Harness racing's premier family, the FWons, were on hand for a special day at Foxboro Raceway, April 17.
Along with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Filion and Foxboro Raceway Vice President Alfred D. Thomas.
Foxbor~ regular Rheo Filion, second from right, won the driving competition with a first and a second in three races
hat featured ei1h Ftlions, blcludtn
i:l 'Ciuim on
tr
left. •
~
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PROUDLY PRESENTS

PEANUT GALLERY p.I:ss.2

His sire Meadow Skipper is the leading sire of all 2:00 performer-s .;_ the first standardbred~ to sire the wi ners of
$5,000,000 in a single season ~ The first standardbred to sire two hundred 2:00 performers and a world's or season's
cha~pion each year raced!
Add to this ... His Dam, Drama Girl, a product of the Golden Cross, out of the Tar Heel
Mare Lantana and By·the Adios' Sire, Lehigh Hanover, who has the following production record....
'69 Miss Broadway p. 2, 2:05.h 3, 2:04h (Meadow Skipper) Dam of: Vaudeville p. 2, 2:03.2h, 1:58.1;
Shubert Alley p. 3, 2:03h 5, 2:00.2; Matinee Idol p. 2, 2:03.2 3, 1:57.4 - '82.
'73 Scene Stealer p. 2, 2:08.4h p. 3, 2:00.2 (Meadow Skipper) Dam of: Curtain Closer p. 2, 1:58.2.
'74 Old Vic p. 2, 2:02 6, 2:00.4 (Meadow Skipper)
'75 Peanut Gallery p. 1:58.2 (Meadow Skipper)
'77 Gallery's Brother p. 3, 2:02 4, 2:00-'82 (Albatross)
- '78 Country Playhouse p. 3, 2:01.3 4, 1:58.4 - '82 (Albatross)
'81 Windy Girl (A coming two-year-old by Windshield Wiper)

This stallion will stand at the COLBURN FARM in East Lebanon, Maine for a fee of $750.
This farm will also feature the Riverslea Stallions:

MANDATE
(Romeo Hanover-Blithe Spirit)
Fee: $600.

JOB

FLYING TACKLE

(Star's Pride-Hustle)
Fee: $600.

(Flying Bret-Hattie Barmin)
Fee: $400.

RIVERS LEA FARM
Will be consigning the following to the Foxboro Harness Horse sale ori May 14, 1983.
...Two year old New Jersey eligible filly - RIV -LEA ROLL ON (Steady Airliner - Miss 8.0.)
.•. Yearling New York eligible colt-RIV-LEA DUKE (Steady Duke - High Hope Sheila) .
... Five New Hampshire - New England eligible y~arlings.

This is an opportunity to purchase quality, stock, that has .had quality
care.
.

.
603-679-5084 Evenings
~

Contact:

Box 315 Epping, N.H. 03042

(

,..

'-
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Driver/Trainer Profile: Ken Heeney byK.c.Jo~
The trainer and driver of one of
the most powerful stables at Fox·
boro in recent years, Ken Heeney
has consistently been ranked in the
top six or seven drivers in terms of
wins. He has also managed to be the
driver of several sub-2: 00 miles
every year.
Ken Heeney was born on October
17, 1934, in Albany, New York. He
grew up around the harness racing
business -has father trained horses
as well as driving some at the many
New York fairs. After leaving the
a. my in 1954, Heeney went to work
f(J Nick Mariah. He groomed for
him for four years, and it was under
Mariah that Heeney learned to train
and drive.
Heeney received his provisional
license in 1961 and drove at Hinsdale
in their inaugural meet. Since he has
driven at virtually every track in the
country: Monticello, Pompano,
Fairmount,
the
Meadows,
Royal Prlace aad Jeaa GoodwiD,
Roosevelt, Saratoga, Yonkers, The
Rlvenlea Farm Maaa1er
Meadowlands,
Brandywine,
Rockingham, and Foxboro. He has Paige-Icon), who has over $150,000
been quite successful at every track in lifetime earnings, Pat's On Time
he has raced at.
(Ohio Time-Tilly's Souvenir), who
Heeney's first horses were cheap has over $80,000 in lifetime earnings
Claimers, but since he has developed and a 1:58.3 mark, and Nite Crawler
a strong stable which now includes (Adora's Dream- Niletta), who has
close to twenty·five head. He has close to $100,000 in lifetime earnings.
been a member of the Mr. 1000 Club He .has also driven the high-priced
for some time and has recently cla1mers Charlie Shar, Golden
Ranger, and Schatzie's Bunny.
joined the elite Mr. 2000 Club.
Heeney's best horse, he says, was
On the trotting side, Heeney has
the great Royal Prince, a consistent had his share of good horses as well.
Invitational pacer over several At Monticello, he raced Be a Special,
Years around the country, including who won in 2:01 there. He also drove
~~e metropolitan tracks. At one point the
ultra-consistent
Ambro
tn h" career, Royal Prince held the Thomson, a dominant open trotter
world record for the fastest final during 1982 as he won in 2:02.
quarter-mile (which he did at Heeney has had his share of inHawthorne). Royal Prince was a juries, though. During the winter of
$5600 purchase who in one year alone 1979-80, he was the leading driver at
earned over $100,000 in overnight Fairmount Park until suffering a
events. Royal Prince is now a sue- heart attack midway through the
cessful sire standing in New meet. He has also missed large
Hampshire at Riverslea Farm.
periods of time due to injuries sufHeeney has also raced other fered in accidents.
strong pacers; Cheviot (True Heeney says that he will remain in
Duane-Firefoot), who, during the New England and race here in the
Year driven by Heeney, had perhaps future, but he says he would conhis best year ever, as he won in sider spending a winter at Fair1:57.3 Heeney cites him as his mount or Pompano if he had the
second best horse ever. Heeney has stock, otherwise, though, he says he
also raced Wako Dares (1:59 winner will stay at Foxboro. Thus, Foxboro
at Monticello), Savant (Hickory fans can look forward to Heeney and
Smoke - Squaw Hanover), a sub- hi~ ~een, silver, and orange silks
2:00 mile pacer, Silicon (Meadow- drtvmg through the lane.
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FOXBORO SUMMER SCHEDULE
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Dark

7:45P.M.

.

Dark

i

7:45P.M.

Friday Saturday Sunday
7:45:P.M. 7:45P.M.

7:30P.M.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

S.O.A.N.E. ''Man Of The Year''

Melvin Beckwith was chosen
recently as the S.O.A.N.E. "Man of
the Year." Mel is an excellent
candidate for this honor as he has
been very active in the business of
harness racing for over twenty-five
years. Mel combined his association
with standardbreds and a career as
Boston and Maine railroad yard·
master in the beginning to support a
growing family. In 1958 he started
harness racing on a full time basis.
Traditionally, every trainer has had
ups and downs. Mel was no different,
but perseverence and hard work
paid off when he came up with his
home-bred Ml". Nashua who has won
over $200,000 to date. Mel has always
been ably assisted by his wife,
Dottie. Recently they built a new
home at their training center in
Nashua, N.H. where they train a
small but profitable stable.
Beckwith has served as auctioneer
at many of the Horse· Sales
throughout New England, and he
has bought and sold horses and
equipment to supplement his racing
activity.
The Beckwith's six sons are also
drivers and trainers, and one
da~ghter helps with. the groom~g
duties. The B~ckWith's name IS
~========================r=======================~undoub~y destined for wngerity
as grandson, Mark, is already
By Joe Hartmann
John Hogan At Foxboro
starting in the business.

FOXBORO, Mass.- John Hogan Ensign O'Brien in a conditional
has a knack of coming up with the pace.
big driving performances in the big In the other major raci!lg eve~t ?f
races- especially on Sundays. ·
the week, Buttonwood Odin made his
1983 season debut a memorable one
"Sunday John," the -top per- as Bruce Ranger steered the ninecentage driver in the country in 1982, year-old to an upset win over The
Was at his best April 24 at Foxboro Lively One in Friday night's
Raceway. The veteran reinsman ft:atured ope~ trot, April ~- The
s . .ored four wins, all on major ~1vely One, wmner of four of 1ts last
i) cing tests, for his best single S!-JC starts and second the other t~o
Performance since returning to times led from the gate and Erme
Foxboro on a regular basis after .a Houle was breezing along, headed
Winter stint at the Meadowlands.
for the ninth win in 14 starts. But
Included in the four-bagger was down the s?"etch, as The Lively One
the third straight win by Hogan's was coasting home, Ranger took
best pacer, Truman, as the five- B~ttonwood Odin out and scor«;d a
Year-old gelding by Leader Pick-: wm by a head. Co_unt Yankee, drtven
Sbiaway Matron by Adios Cleo by Hogan, was third.
netted its third sub-two minute mile Ranger, who had been in a driving
of 1983 at Foxboro in scoring a length slump over the pa~t several w~eks,
and a quarter win over Charmax in snapped out of his slump wtth a
the $6,500 open pace.
strong weekend performance. '!he
Hogan, who leads all drivers with talented. yo~gster from Marne,
four sub-two minute miles this sc~r~d st~ wms over the weekend ~o
season, scored another sub-two solidify his hold on secon~ place m
lllark with Hillbilly Ore in the t~e current .Foxboro drtve~ st~n
llreferred pace and wins with April dings. Ranger no~ has 53 vtctortes
Special in a cl~ming pace ·a nd througJl early .J,\pril.
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FOXBORO HARNESS·HORSE SALE
FEATURING: Y~arlings, Broodmares, Racehorses
"Come One, Come All, Something
.For Everyone!"
(~ipment

·May14,1983

.

Before & After)

•

11:00 A.M.

Foxboro Raceway
Contact:
Ora Statton, Mgr. Or ohn Winters
With All Entries
617-543-6478

..

··············~·········
...
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By DR. wiLLIAMTYZNIK·
Each foaling season, a number of trasting color, since tile foal is
orphan foals result. Over the past colorblind and can distinguish only
tlrree years at Ohio State University, light from dark. In stalls with dark
a relatively large number of foals backgrounds, a white or yellow
were successfully raised as orphans plastic bucket works effectively. In
to determine whether or not foals addition to the milk bucket, a feed
can be safely raised with a bucket and water bucket should be
minimum expenditure of labor. placed in the stall, and these buckets
Normal size and growth resulted, in should be identical to the milk
fact, one could not tell the orphan- bucket.
raised horses from horses raised
The milk bucket should be
normally. The following method is changed morning and night, each
now being recommended:
time providing fresh milk replacer.
Don't feed the foal more than five
Colostrum. As soon as possible: gallons per day, split morning and
· preferably within the first one-half night. The old milk should be
hour after birth, the foal should be discarded and the bucket scrubbed
given a pint of colostrum, and at each feeding.
least three pints during the first
Introducing to Feed. Beginning
twenty-four hours.
with day one, foals should also be
All breeding farms should have in provided with a milk-based pellet
frozen storage a minimum of five (such as Start-To-Finish) for the
pints of colostrum. The colostrum first month or until they are concan be collected from mares just suming 2 to 3 pounds of pellets daily,
prior to or just after foaling. One at which time a digestible 16 percent
pint can be extracted daily without protein feed (such as Tizwhiz)
adversely affecting the foal. As soon should be mixed half and half with
as the colostrum is extracted, it the milk-based pellet. When three
should be frozen and remain so until pounds of feed are consumed daily, a
use. When the colostrum is needed, complete conversion to the 16 perit should be removed from the cent grain pellet can be done suefreezer and thawed at room tern- cessfully, usually by one month of
perature or in warm water. Under age. At this point, the milk replacer
no condition should the colostrum be is no longer needed, and the foal
heated.
goes on a free choice 16 percent
Introducing to Milk. Place the foal grain diet, along with hay free
in a stall for four hours by himself, choice and water. The foal should be
without other horses or humans allowed all the grain he will eat until
around. Then, introduce the foal to a about six months of age or when he
bucket of good foal or calf-milk is gaining more fat than desirable,
replacer. The bucket should contain at which time ten to twelve pounds
2 to 2¥2 gallons of reconstituted, per day is usually proper.
room temperature milk replacer. If The grain bucket should be the
calf milk replacer is used, you same color as the milk bucket and
should be certain that the milk placed at least five or six feet from
replacer contains iron and is not the milk. All feeders and waterers
made for veal calves.
should " be thoroughly cleaned at
The foal should be taught to drink least one daily and old feed disfrom a bucket rather than a bottle. carded. Until feed is limited at six
Foals learn to drink quite readily if months or so, the foal should never
one simply places a finger in the be allowed to run out of feed.
mouth of the foal and brings the milk
Generally, foals should be paired
up to the mouth. Forcing the head up or put into groups after weaning
toward the bucket accomplishes off the milk replacer at a month of
nothing but frustration for foal and age. Foals should always be treated
horse-person. In most cases, the foal like horses and allowed ample
will begin to drink in a matter of 5 to exercise. No kindness should be
20 minutes At this point the bucket extended to orphan foals that is not
can be placed in the stall.
shown to others. They must be
The buckets should be a con- taught that they are horses.

~~-~-----Washington State University

ET VIEWS
The birth of a top-flight foal is a lot
like Christmas. Excited anticipation
precedes the moment; oohs and
aahs are sighed when what was
hidden becomes apparent· and as
any seasoned horsebre~der ' or
Christmas present buyer will tell
you, it costs so darn much.
For the ·breeder of quality horses,
the charge for stud service can be in
the thousands. Combine that with
such medical complications as
abortion of the fetus or a
misdiagnosis of pregnancy, and
breeding costs skyrocket.
The burden suc1i economic
pressures place on the horsebreeder
has prompted scientific research
into methods of improving yearly
foal crops. At WSU, veterinary
researchers are focusing attention
on one diagnostic tool in particular:
ultrasound, a method of imagin~

By KRISTY KING

that uses · high frequency. sound
waves to measure the density and
~terface change~ of soft in~et:nal
t~ssues. Popular In human med~cal
Circles for decades, untrasound Is a
newcomer to the world of equine
~eproduction. Once ~dapted !or use
m horses, though, It promises to
save breeders literally thousands of
dollars each year.
Drs. Richard Torbeck and Norman Rantanen pioneered the initial
research on untrasound in animals
and can take much of the credit for
the recent introduction of diagnostic
ultrasound into routine equine
veterinary practice.
Rantanen, head of veterinary
radiology at WSU, began using
ultrasound to scan horses externally
in 1978. However, due to the
limitations of external ultrasound
scanning (the inability to project
images through bone or gaseous

Walter Case Jr. checks the clock at the finish line after guiding Super Gold Breeze
to a win in the first leg of the Most Happy Fella series at Monticello Raceway,
Sunday, May 1. The three-year-old Warm Breeze gelding, paced the mile in 2:00.4
for a new lifetime mark.

MONTICELLO - Walter Case, drove his first winner. This past
Jr., the 22-year-old driving sensation year Case became the youngest
from Maine, will be competing on a driver in the sport's history to pass
regular basis at Monticello Raceway the 1000 victory mark at age 21.
during the upcoming 1983 campaign.
Case possesses a trait that marks
Case has brought in a stable of six champions - the desire to win. He
horses from his home track in tells a story that says it all:
Lewiston, Maine. He is available for
catch driving duties, also.
"They were trying winter racing
The 5'6", 140 pounder, noted for at Scarborough one night and the
his catch-driving ability, finished wind chill factor was 55 below.
second in the nation last season in Nobody wanted to even war.rn-up
total victories behind Hall of Farner their horses, but I wanted to drive
Herve Filion. Case and Fnion bat- every race so I told the trainers that
tled down to the wire last year with I'd warm up their horses if they
Filion emerging victorious cap- would let me drive them."
turing his 12th national title. Filion "One race I had to put my wrists
ended the season with 495 victories through the hand holds because I
to Case's 471.
couldn't feel my fingers anymore. I
Case also finished third in the got frostbite on my fingers and
nation in percentage during the 1982 face."
campaign. His .404 average, on the Case ends that story with a grin.
strength of 471 wins, 345 seconds and "I had five wins that night, plus a
254 thirds in 1850 drives, ranked him second and a third. It was one of the
in the top three behind John Hogan best nights I ever had.''
(.414) and Keith Linton (.411).
Monticello
Raceway
opens
Walter got his start at age 10, Thursday, April 28, with free
helping groom his dad's horses. He parking and free admission through
developed quickly and at age 17 June 30.

-----------

---~------~

cavities) both Rantanen and Tor- ultrasound,
as
opposed
to
beck, an equine reproduction verification at 45 days using the
specialist, felt ultrasound scanners rectal palpation method alone. "The
should be adapted for internal use as early detection of twins means that
well. Working with ultrasound an abortion can be performed in
manufacturers, Rantanen designed time for the mare to be rebred
a special rectal scan head which can before July 1, as is desired by the
be placed just a few centimeters breeding industry.
That
was
from a mare's reproductive organs. sometimes impossible when twins
Torbeck said, "The rectal scan were detected in a mare at 45 days
head not only makes it possible to or later."
detect pregnancy as early as 14 Ultrasound will never replace
days, but it can detect early rectal palpation but it serves as a
pregnancy problems as well. Un- valuable addition to uterine and _
trasound can also determine if a ovarian examinations, because the
mare is ovulating and ready to veterinarian can see what he or she
breed, because it can produce on the is feeling. Using real-time imaging
ultrasound monitor images of equipment, which produces a twoovarian structures."
dimensional moving image that can
Although an ultrasound unit could be frozen and photographed, a
cost a practitioner as much as veterinarian can view almost any
$30,000 for a large one, the demand angle of the palpation examination.
by breeders for ways to improve foal Rantanen says that many equine
crops could justify the investment. practices in Washington and KenWeighing the cost incurred when tucky began using ultrasound during
just one of his serviced mares fails the 1982 breeding season. "Owners
to produce a foal in a given season, a are starting to dem nd pregnancy
horsebreeder considers the $150-200 diagnosis by untrasound, especially
cost for a typical 3-scan routine an when they see other owners whose
inviting alternative.
veterinarians have given them an
Torbeck noted that twins can be actual picture of their 20-day:-<>1
detected before 30 day
ing embryo,'~ s id Rantanen.

Out Of The Past
As the 1983 season gets underway
at Scarboro, veteran Maine reinsman Jovis Gerry will go to the post
needing just nine wins to join the
exclusive 1,000 Win Club.
Gerry, who drives the stable of his
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Perl
Gerry of Gorham, drove his first
race at Gorham Raceway in 1949 for
owner Art McGowan with Scotty
Abbedale. With 991 career victories,
the first one came in 1950 at Old
Orchard's famous "kite-track,"
with Miss Mabel E. Peters. Gracious
ee (Gartley) was second and
Nancy Norman (Fogg) finished
third.
Long recognized as a talented
driver, Gerry received national
attention twenty years ago. David
Carr of the U.S. T .A. writes, "He was
listed in the leading drivers book in
the 1960's."
Since 1970, Gerry has curtailed his
driving activity to Scarboro citing
"too much travel" as the reason.
Racing is his avocation as he
makes his living as an industrial
engineer with the Maremont Corporation of Saco. In 1971, he was
ranked 15th nationally in the 100-199
drives category with 34 wins, 14
seconds, 20 thirds in 119 starts and
carried a hefty .407 batting average.
He has also twice captured the
leading driving laurels at Scarboro
as well as establishing track trotting
records with Dixie Kat and Rod
Mac. He recalls driving years ago
over the half mile track at Foxboro,
and New England fans will
· remember Gerry at Rock with Rod
Mac for trainer Dick Moody.
Over the years some of the outstanding Gerry-trained horses have
been Sandrift, 2:04 4/5, Minnie Sota,
2:04; Tammy Blackguard, 2:04; and
King Blackguard, 2: 04.
Gerry has also been in demand as
a catch-driver. His reputation
driving outside horses came to the
forefront in 1962 in a series of stake
races, with the outstanding pacer
J.W. Pick owned by _R ay Watson of
Gonic, N.H. Gerry captured the
series with three wins and a second.
Gerry has also handled catchdriving assignment for trainers Ray
Ireland and Harold Ralph.
For

'·

ByBOB~OWEL

·,

Jovis Ger11y · ·"· · · ·

Ralph he won a stake race with
Chocolate Lil in 2:03 and scored with
Tavern's Majestic in 2:03. He won
with both Master Groveville and
Princess Mary Lou in 2: 03 on the
same program at Scarboro. He
came within a fifth of a second of
equalling the old track record at
Scarboro winning with Eli Boy in
2:03 flat by open legths, for owner
Ted Ayers. He won a three year old
stake event with Le Cause in 2:051/5
for owner Bill Hughes.
His greatest individual day,
however, came at Lewiston a few
years back when he won five and
had a second in nine starts on a
single Labor Day card. He went five
for six with Perl's horses. Also, he
once won five consecutive races at
Cum berland although on two
separate programs.
Gerry has driven every year with
the exception of 1951 when he took
the year off to get married. He and
his wife Rosa raised two children,
Brian and Carol. Brian is currently
an Army helicopter pilot and Carol
once served as marshall at the
Downs.
Gerry, who is immaculate in
appearance on and off the track,
reflects, "I started about the same
time as Hubert Barker and Bucky
Day."
Thirty years ago when he launched his racing career, Merle Clark
was racing Wayzoff and some of the
other teamsters included Bill Hazen,
Clarence Merrill, John Edmunds,
Stan Tweedie and the race secretary
was Phil Pearson.
Gerry is a self-described parttimer, but is on the threshold of
accomplishing an unprecedented
achievement. When tlie l ,OOOth
victory comes, he undoubtedly will
be the very first part-time driver in
the nation to reach that magic
milestone.
Gerry, a non-smoker and nondrinker, deserves the recognition
he'll receive. He has been a
dedicated family-man and has
earned the respect of the racing
public and his peers.
The bottom line reads like this:
6,260 lifetime starts through 1982:
991 wins. 927 seconds 847 thirds and
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I

/P~
a very respectable lifetime average
of .286. In purse money, he has acco~~ted for well in excess of half a
mllbon. Gerry adds, "I've also been
ove~ the ~ence a lot, too.''
With
years in the bike, it

would be impossible to adequately
cover all the highlights in a single
article, but we can safely say that
his success has been remarkable.
From Gerry, we have come to the
point of expecting nothing less.

"This working paint can be used in conjunction with water treatment."

------A standardbred so ution
"Your horse,
my Leg Paint!'

A strong Iodine Leg Paint used as an
aid in the temporary relief of minor
stiffness and soreness caused by
over-exertion. For use on knees,
tendons , suspensor)t and curbs as a
rubefacient and counter irritant. May
be customized for your needs by ;
mixing with alcohol , glycerine or
DMSO for desired strength. My
Leg Paint has been used on race
horses as a Paint, Sweat, Tightener
and Brace for over 40 years.

Can Be Purchased At:
D&B Sales- Foxbo o, Mass.
Alexander's Horse Supply- Maine & Mass.
Alloy's- Saratoga Race Track
BUI Crane's- Salem, N.H.

Dr. Holmberg's Leg Paint No. 135
Waldeck's Tack Shop- Suffolk Downs
l>i stnbuted bv:

Lussier's. Pharmacy Inc.
Main Street, Wilton. NH 03086
(603) 654-9752
Pnce. $12 per 12 oz. bottle Gallon siz-es al o a atlabl .
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Hambletonian
by

PHIL PINES

This week, when you're buying charge for the horse. Rysdyk acbirthday cards, don't forget to send cepted any kind of mare that came
one to Hambletonian. He'll be 134 along, as long as the owner could
years old on May 5. He's a Taurus. pay the price. And the price ranged
But that's not why they called him from free to $500. Rysdyk made his
"Bill Ryskyk's bull." That reference fortune all right. Over $200,000. In
was meant to be insulting, not a eight different seasons he mated
compliment. Because when Ham- Hambletonian to over 100 mares, the
bletonian was just a young horse, topper reached in 1864 when 217 of
trying to find his way in this world, them were led to his stall.
there were those who didn't ap- But this all happened after
preciate his being here.
Hambletonian had to prove he was
First,
though,
we'd
better worth all this attention. His pedigree
establish who Hambletonian was. was constantly attacked, though a
Why all the fuss over this animal? better one never existed. He was
Why do we even bother to remember accused
of
"strutting
under ·
his birthday? What's the big deal? borrowed plumes" and "could not different. Rysdyk started selling
He was only a horse!
show a three minute gait to save his what he used to give away. He anONLY a horse! Good gracious, life." This badmouthing came from nounced his unknown three year old
Gertrude, how can you say such a stallioneers and owners who were would "stand the season' at a fee of
thing about a daddy who produced competing with Rysdyk, attempting $25. Seventeen mares showed up and
1,331 children? Who had so many to sell the services of their own Rysdyk started making trips to the
wives he couldn't remember their horses. A showdown was inevitable. bank.
names. 1,900 of them, in fact.
By 1852 Ryskyk's colt finally had a
The anti-Hambletonian faction
Hambletonian is Big Daddy to just name.
He had been called said "We've had enough of this" and
about every trotter and pacer zip- everything else by other horsemen, they started a stud-boss war. They
ping around the tracks today, but William Rysdyk named him trumpeted the speed of a four year
although Hambletonian only stepped Hambeltonian.
People
even old trotter, Abdallah Chief, owned
out on the track once himself during criticized him for that. They accused by Seely Roe of nearby Warwick.
his 27 years on this earth. With all him of trading in on the reputation of Roe and the others said "Rysdyk's
that begetting, I'm not surprised. the horse's maternal ancestor, bull" couldn't trot. Rysdyk said he
Hambletonian never h~d time to go Bishop's Hambletonian, and various could. At stake was a dollar-andto the races.
other stallions of the same name. cents supremacy of the trotting
Back in the early days of this (There was no register in those horse breeding world as it existed in
horse -the mid 1800s- owning a days.) But Rysdyk was one of those Orange County, New York. The
good stallion was a means for a men who said: "Call my horse dispute could only be settled at one
farmer to pick up a few extra bucks. anything you want; I'll cry all the place: the track.
The plan was to train the horses
Bill Rysdyk was one of these. He way to the bank."
purchased the colt for $125 on a farm
He didn't make any trips to the for two months and then have a
in the tiny community of Sugar Loaf, bank the first year. Hambletonian, match race at the Union Course on
New York, determined to make his at the age of two, was bred to four Long Island. Seely Roe refused to
fortune from stud jees he would mares for free. The next year was race his trotter against Ham-

Introducing

bletonian and insisted that each
horse go against the clock instead.
Both horses were given two trials:
Abdallah Chief's fastest, timed in
2:55; Hambletonian going in 2:48¥2.
That settled it. When men and
horses returned to Orange County,
Roe openly admittd Hambletonian's
superiority and Rysdyk continued to
make trips to the bank. The "old
bull" produced sons that either
became world champions or became
producers of world champions
themselves. His daughters and
granddaughters produced speed just
as easily. In a country that depended
on good horses for transportation
and sport, Hambletonian became
the object of national reverence.
Rysdyk's farm in Chester, New
York, became a shrine where people
came to simply look at this prolific
creature.
,
.
. So don t yo~ think he deserves a
brrthday card·

NEW! LEG WRAPS WITH POCKET

·r••••• r••ding

Can Also Be Used As_Brace Bandages
''practically indestructible''
"Star leg wraps were used on undefeated two-year-old trotter of the year, Dancer's Crown."
"We are happy to endorse this product... "
Sincerely, Ronald S. Dancer

SrAN11Y DANCIR SrAB11S
~----------------------------------------r----------------------------------------~ -
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Star Leg Wraps

• Proper Length And Streteh
• Maehine Wuh And Dry
•~ _Velcro Closures

• Self Pocket For Easy Storage
• Quality Knitted Elutie Fabrie
• Order Direet And Save
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Box 66 Franklin, N.H. 03235
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Tel. 603-934-6551
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"Serving apecial need• of horaem n."

I

(Ord r direet fro.• ~nufaeturer .d ~~e) . •

Total Delivered Price: $9.75 Set
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SIRE
FEBRUARY

DAM

Ricci Bold Payster
MARCH

Skipper Knox
Cicero
Swift Andy
Slapstick
Say Hello
Skipper Knox
Skipper Knox
APRIL

Travelin' Boy
kipper Glenn
Bret's Boy
Travelin Boy
Armbro Tiger
Stephen 0.
Baron Barnum
Stephen 0.
Bettors Choice
Stephen 0.
Swift Andy
ArmbroLightning
Stephen 0.
Swift Andy
Stephen 0.
Swift Andy
Stephen 0.
David's Boychik
Ricci Reenie Time
A.D.'s Alvin
Best Jeffrey
Best Jeffrey
Best Jeffrey
Best Jeffrey
Sundance Skipper

SEX
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FOALS OF THE MONTH ,

. .t

OWNER

Steam Heat

Filly

E. Thoren, P. Constantino

Chinbro Sue
Reeds Oliver
Limerick Miss
Keewaydin Winnie
Miss Winnie T.
Questina Mark
Fannie Mae Byrd

Colt
Colt
Colt
Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly

I. Cianchette

Gypsy Win
Trotwood Darlene
Race Me Rainbow
Trustin Terri
Swift River Kathy
Greenacres Denise
Byrd's Symphony
Speedy Jill
Lakewood Wag
Bonnie Speed
Chamade
SweetBrenda
My Gal A
olympic wave
Tavern's Edna
Polly Pace
Polly 0.
Dauphines Direct
Furman's Pussycat
Mrs. Robinson
Pretty Plumber
Virginia Alice
Wicklow Nan
Dave's Lisa
Lavish Lady

Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt
Colt
Colt
Filly
Colt
Filly
Colt
Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly
Colt
Colt
Colt

B. Smith
A. Lefebvre
P. Hudson
G. Tait
A. & D. Delisle
R. Ralph
G. Fenn, B. Fernald
Irving Farm
H. Tukey
G. & J. Deletetsky
R. Shepard
N.Letendre
G. Fenn-B. Fernald
Donnybrook Farm
C. Tracy
C. Gaucher
Fernald Stock Farm
R. Olson
Classic Farms
R. Watson
J. Clements & T. Regan
E. Kessler
S. Bubier
R. Hall
B. Kellis & F. Daughrl

F. Hiscock
Donnybrook Farm
E. Thoren
E. Thoren, P. Constantino
I. Cianchette
R. Susi
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Factory Authorized Dealer
For

f

JERAED
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Training Carts - Racing Sulkies
Show Carts
Other Make Vehicles Also Available
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Carriage Shop
Amesbury, Mass. 01913
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Richard Ouellet
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+ T"

l-617-388-1959
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Rl• dge Farm
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Hay & Shavings
.

.

.

Tel. 207-839-4098

______________________
_
t
193 Beech Rtdge Rd., Scarborough, ME.

'
'

Mon.-Sat. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.

~---------------------J

Yearling Trotter For Sale

DARK ISLAND LAD
(Blitzen-Derringer)
Bay Gelding- Big &Sound- Born 3/21/82
"Excellent Bloodlines - Great Potential"
Ready To Start Training Late Summer!
Eligible to N.H. Sire Stakes and N.E.S.C.

$3,000 Firm
Contact: Betty MacDonnell (After 5:00 P.M.)
Tel. 413-436-7444
t-

t
t

FOR SALE OR TRADE

t
t

2 - Two-Year-Olds In Training

t
't
t
t
t
t

Mass. Stakes Filly
Been In 2:32 In Early April
Shows Speed and Quick Quarters

New York Bred Filly
Been In 2:35 In Early April
Good Attitude

t
t
t

Reasonably Priced
Call: 617-356-7305 After 6:30 P.M.

t

t
t
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THE NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS

1

I

1

Mare Registration For~ (1983 Breeding Season)

1

Due June

1~,1983

Sire And Dam

Mare Name

Fee·- $15 Per Mare
State Being Bred In

l.------------------~----------------------------~--~~--~~,--------~-------------------------

2. --------~-3. ______________________________________________________~-----------------------------

4·----------------~----------------------------------------------~~--~--------~--~~---5.~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6·----------------- ----------------------------~-------------------------------------------

7. _ __

8·--------------~----------------------------------------------------------~----------

9. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10.~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4

____________________J
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SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

'~IN

THE HEART OF VACATIONLAND"

''The Track That Gives You Racing You Can Bet On ... The Most Fun By A Longshot''

Plymouth Mac records his second win in the early Pine Tree Pacing Series for driver Bob Sumer.

1983 Season - May 1st Thru September 24th
FEATURING!
Over $1.3 Million In Purses - In Excess of 1700 Dashes
Stakes For Over $400,000

Pine Tree Racing Series - May 15th
Final - May 22nd
May 22nd - Governor's Pace $6,000
May 30th - Memorial Day Classic $5,000

l

Future Stars Pace - Two· Year-Oids
June 3 -- June 10 -- June 17 (Final)

POST TIME:
Joseph Ritti, President

7:30P.M. Weekday 1:30 Sunday
(~londa -Dark)
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